INTRODUCTION
child, and which he now recasts in a defined scheme, sure and palpitant
with truth. Scenes of lights and violence, hard, Goyesque - somewhat,
and infinitely Spanish. And there, among these woman-figures, con-
tained, self-burning, dark-souled - the serving women, trailing a low
and picaresque undertone. This outlook arrives at something like a new,
different vision by the force of surpassing previous stages. But as it
happens, his work's enormous coherence makes it apparent that this
aspect of reality had akeady been announced and expressed in previous
moments of his poetry and drama. As at other times, what he has done
is to isolate and construct upon materials contained in his previous work.
The feet of his being gifted with that very Spanish acumen of dis-
covering the negative side of things confirms - and constitutes one of the
reasons for his power - his sensitivity to all aspects of poetry. He has the
firings of the three traditional poetic fronts: epic, lyric, and dramatic. I do
not here concern myself, as may be seen, with anything save a recapitu-
lation of values - and for this purpose it is enough for me not to falsify
them. It could be said that all the important poets of his time and his
tongue surpassed him in something, but he surpassed them all in the
poetic integration of his work - a complete work.
It is the privilege of the lyric poet to cultivate his own medium, to
clarify and deepen it until it has become perfect and unimprovable. It is
the privilege of men like my brother to be open to all the calls of poetry,
to its innumerable voices, and to be able to follow it to all its redoubts.
Consequently there are poets who, in different intensities, are always
doing over the same things. Federico was always doing different things,
following poetry along different paths - even at those times when he
seemed to continue along one path, as may be seen in this trilogy.
And within his work's variety which, for the "reasons before ex-
pressed, has to be very high, unity is assured because of the unflagging
poetic ability of the man who interwove his life and death with his
work, and who already during Hs life was, among those who knew
him, something of a legendary poet
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